
HOUSE No. 8(5.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth oj
Massachusetts

lii response to an order of the Legislature under date of
Jan. 15, 1894, the State Board of Agriculture, by its Gypsy
Moth Committee, presents the following “ facts and estimates
relative to the work of exterminating the gypsy moth.’’
The amounts of appropriations and expenditure s have been
reported in the several annual reports of the committee,
and a summary of the same appears in the report of the
work of 1893, now in the hands of the Legislature The
original bills and pay-rolls, showing the details of all expen-
ditures, may be found in the office of the State Auditor in
the State House.

The following is a condensed account of the appropria
tions made and the amounts expended annually ;
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The estimates called for must, from the nature of the
attending circumstances, be only opinions. The plans for
the work of 1893, for which an appropriation of $1(15,000
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was asked, contemplated a careful tree to tree search of all
the forest land within the infested territory. This search

5 sum; but as only sixty per
appropriated, this, with much
mtral district, was necessarily

would have cost a very lar
cent, of the sum asked wa
other work planned for the
postponed. It was decided that the work of extermination
in the outer infested towns and the inspection of the terri-
tory surrounding them still further out was most necessary
and would contribute most toward extermination. Were
the uncertainties which confront us in the condition of these
forest lands eliminated, our opinions would more nearly
approximate to the character of estimates made by experts
when all the conditions of a problem are known.

In 1893 considerable progress toward extermination was
made. Ten towns were apparently cleared, comprising
more than one-third of the territory originally infested.
In 1894, with the appropriation asked for ($165,000), the
committee ought to be able to bring into the same category
Swampscott, Salem, Peabody, Wakefield, Woburn, Lex-
ington, Winthrop and Franklin Park. This would leave
Belmont, Arlington, Cambridge, Chelsea, East Boston,
Everett, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Melrose, Kevere, Sau-
gus, Somerville, Stoneham and Winchester still infested.
Several of these towns should be very nearly or quite cleared
in 1894. But we have, in our estimates, left them with the
list of probably uncleared. If, in 1895, $150,000 is appro-
priated, the work of that year should clear all towns but
Arlington, Chelsea, Everett, Malden, Medford, Melrose,
Revere, Saugus, and Somerville. The moth in these towns
should be brought to the verge o
an appropriation of $lOO,OOO,
quite likely to bring them very
cleared towns. During all this
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supposed to be cleared. In 1891
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ing years we believe that an average annual appropriation
of $25,000 would bo necessary to continue the careful inspec-
tion of the whole territory and provide the means to deal
with any colonies that may possibly have been overlooked.
While it is our opinion that it is quite possible to exterminate
the moth if large appropriations, such as have been men-
tioned, are granted for the next few years, we believe it also
probable that should an appropriation of only $50,000 per
year be granted the work would have to be continued indefi-
nitely, as a very large proportion of such an appropriation
would necessarily be expended in watching the outside ter-
ritory and taking measures to prevent the spreading of the
insect.

Another method of estimating the probable future cost of
extermination would be to multiply the average cost of
extermination per estate in the towns already cleared by
the number of estates still infested. -We estimate the num-
ber of estates still infested at eight thousand. Our records
show that the average cost of extermination, per estate, in
the towns cleared has been $41.10. At the same rate, the
cost of exterminating the moth from eight thousand estateso o
would be $328,800. This statement is made on the assump-
tion that the estates yet infested are now in no worse con-
dition than were those which have been cleared. This
computation does not include the large sum which must
necessarily be expended in inspecting territory already
cleared, that outside which must be watched, and the
cost of reinspection for several years of these eight thou-
sand estates after extermination is believed to have been
accomplished.

In the opinion of the Committee the above-mentioned
estimates afford the closest approximation to a forecast that
can well bo made It is proper, however, to state that the
questions asked by the Legislature cannot be answered with
certainty.

Respectfully submitted,
Per order of the Gypsy Moth Committee

of the State Board of Agriculture,

WM. R. SESSIONS,
Chairman.

Jan. 29. 1894.


